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Some Tips before the Journey

Three Reminders

Three Sections
Welcome to your co-creating workbook! In
this workbook, step-by-step guidance will
be provided to help you rapidly prototype
and test ideas with your cohort. There are
three sections covered in the workbook:
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Follow the Guide

We encourage you to follow
the workbook guidance step
by step, check our tip boxes,
and print out all materials.

Three Notes
Workbook Layout

Description

Before start brainstroming, we would like to suggest you to read the
persona cards carefully to define the frustration they meet and the goal
they want to achieve. Next, try to reframe the question we provided
with your insights toward the persona you choose and follow the steps

Tutorial Video Link
Check the tutorial when
you see

icon

Breif Intro

to start your design journey.
The only tip for you is: try to think outside the box.

you will learn how to:

“SHARE” will give you a useful framework
to help you and your team present the
story of the design in class. We also share
some tools for the documentation of your
design process.

Tilte

This section aims at helping you start defining the problem before you
start designing and assist you to quickly brainstorm ideas and share
with your teammates.
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“THINK” will teach you and your team
how to braninstom tons of ideas, come up
with interesting concepts, and distill the
common themes.
“MAKE” consists of concept prototyping
and testing processes, offering your team
step by stem instructions to guide you in
bringing your idea to life.

Section

THINK

Photo

Define the problem and
potential tartgeted users
for your design;

Learning

20-30min
Ideation
3-4 people

Points

medium

2

3

Find inspiration for your
product and create your
own mood board to start the
idea;

Start Quick Ideation
with your team

scissors, cutter, pen
problem sheet x1
technology card x1
persona card x1
brainstorming x1

1

define problem

Section Info

brainstorm ideas
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Learning Tips:

Use Your Hand

!
We believe making stuff will
help you thinking your
process better and
comprehensive. Roll up your
sleeves and ready to work!

You will find some useful tips
about design and making.

Infomation Icons
3

Document Your Creation

We provide the templates
for you to capture your great
design works as well as
help you share the story.

Estimated Time

Tools

Stage

Template

People involved

Output

Difficulty
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THINK
This section aims to help you understand the design challenge according to
your persona and assist you to quickly generate tons of ideas and concepts
and share with your teammates.
Before you start brainstorming, you need to read the persona cards carefully
to know his/her frustration and the problem he/she might face. Next, try to
reframe the design challenge we provided combing with your observation
and insights toward the persona you choose.
You need to think in the shoes of your persona and be empathetic.

You will learn how to:

1

Reframe the design
challenge according to
your persona’s needs and
pain points；

20-30min
Ideation
3-4 people
medium

2

3

Find inspiration materials
for your design by creating
a mood board；

Generate lots of ideas
with your team.

scissors, cutter, pen
problem sheet x1
technology card x1
persona card x1
brainstorming x1

1

define problem

brainstorm ideas
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Define this problem
You will start your design journey through your targeted user and
the problem they are facing; this is the most essesntial point in the
workshop and you should refer back to this page frequently.

Your target user
(choose a persona from the Persona section)

To solve the problem
(will be provided in the workshop)

We want you to use three
words to depict your IoT
product, they are:

The main function of your
IoT product is
(Choose one technology card
in Technology Section)

And the secondary function
of your IoT product is
(Choose one technology card
in Technology Section)

1

2

3

!

You can use the suggested Technology &
Function and Persona cards in the next two
pages to help you reframe the design challenge.
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Technology & Function
You may need these cards to help you identify what kinds of
function your design may want to have and which type of
technology it will be embedded. Feel free to brainstorm more
on the following blank cards.

REMINDING

ALARMING

VIBRATING

TRACKING

SCHEDULE

EMERGENCY

MASSAGE

TRAJECTORY

MONITORING
HEALTH

MAKING
DECISION

KEEPING
SECURITY

-ING

-ING

-ING

COMMUNICATING
DEVICE

-ING
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Persona & Moodboard
Using persona cards helps you better tie your ideas to users’
needs and to solve his/her pain points. You need to choose
one persona to start your journey and design for him/her.

Headshot

Lisa

Name&Info
New York

Quotes

suburb of Boston

Fashion Magazine Editor

Gary

68
Retired, Born in London

Seattle

36

Software Engineering in IT company

“I wake up at 7:00a.m. in the morning and start meditation

“For me, everything of my life need to be in order with a

“I wish my family and kids have a happy and healthy

every day. I have very packed schedule from 9:00 to

strict standard, and I would like to have a very

life, and we could live a safe and balanced life together.”

20:00, but I still try to protect my personal time.”

consistent and stable lifestyle, always.”

She is
Personality

Arlin

28

the one who wants to pursue balanced lifestyle

She likes peaceful things and sports like yoga, golf and

She is

from UK, and moved to Boston 30 years ago.

She has

two children, both of them have a stable job

He is an Asian American, a father of two boys
He likes spending his leisure time with family and travel

and family outside Boston.

meditation
Her goal is to organize her life and improve her life

together to a National Park once per year.

Her goal Her goal is to maintain consistency and

quality

His goal is to get promoted this year and bring his family
on a trip abroad.

independence in her life, even when living
solo.

Key Moments

Tag

#single

#catperson

#lovejazz

#yoga

#elegent

#love dog

# lifealive

# vegan

#father

#lovehiking

#sci-film

# fitness
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Brainstorming
In this section, you will brainstorm crazy ideas and share
with your team.

Now you have 15 mins to come up with different

Concept Name

ideas, and draw them in the space on the right.
All ideas should be as crazy as possible.
Then choose your top 3 ideas and share them with

Concept Description

your team.
Don’t forget the brainstorming rules (IDEO, 2014):

1.Defer judgment

Drawing of Your Idea

2.Encourage wild ideas
3.Build on the ideas of others
4.Stay focused on the topic
5.One conversation at a time
6.Be visual
7.Go for quantity

Let’s Start!

(print as many as you want)
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MAKE
It is time to get your hands dirty!
In this section, you will engage in how to make the rapid prototype. As you
have already printed all the materials you need, we would like to invite you to
follow steps to start your “MAKE” journey with your hand and mind.
Though we provided in-detail instruction to help you start the making
process, we encourage you to add extra components and your own ideas with
imagination in the creation journey.
One tip here is when you create slipper part for the users/persona, you should
also think about the behavior of the user: how do the users put on the slippers,
what are the key scenarios, where and when will these scenarios happen, and
why does the user need the IoT product?

You will learn how to:

1

Make meaningful rapid
IoT product prototypes
with guidance.

30-40 min
prototyping
1 people
hard

2

3

Consider the data and
technology parts and
implement them into your
IoT product design.

scissors, cutter, pen

Connect your IoT product
design with space, and
think about the interaction between the physical
environment, virtual
world, and the user.

slipper design

slipper template x2
interface template x2
home template x1

1

interface design
use in space
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Paper Fabric
In this part, you will make IoT footwear product by yourself.
Follow the steps and design with your heart and mind.

Tools

Steps

CUT
1

Scissors/Cutter

Tape

Prepare the material: scissors,
cutters, paper tape, cutting pad,
ruler, pen, and print out the shoe
sheet. Cut the sole from the sheet.

2

in this box, you will
find tips and hints
which will help you
continue the process.

Fold and cut the strips on the
sheet. Each strip is 5 cm width
and you will use them as a paper
fabric to make the paper slipper
in the next step.

A4/Letter Size Paper

3

Ruler

Pen

Attach the strips on the paper
shoe sole to form the style and
shape of the slipper. You need to
also think about why and where
to add the sensors/function/technology.
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Paper Sole
Two soles are provided to help you to start quick
prototyping. You can also use your own feet as a reference
of the soles shape to design the footwear

CUT

!
If you want to make
more slipper
prototypes, you can
print more sheets to
prototype.
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1

FOLD

Steps

Prepare the material: scissors,
cutters, paper tape, cutting pad,
ruler, pen and print out the
interface sheet.

STICKERS

2

Cut the selected components:
screen, bottom, scroller on the
sheet and start to draw the
interface according to your story
and design.

CUT

3

Fold the main frame sheet of paper
and start to prototype the
interaction between the slippers,
users, and the App.

CUT OUT PART
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Interface
Follow the steps of interface design and use the
supplement components provided to make it with
more fun.

Q W
A

123

E

R

T

Y

U

I

O

S

D

F

G

H

J

K

Z

X

C

V

B

N

M

space

P
L

reture

CUT

DRAG
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Home Space
The home space part will help you consider your design
deeply and more comprehesively. Where your design will
be used? How will users use your product? Revisiting the
design with a spatial perspective will assist you in telling a
better human-centered story.

balcony

bedroom

bathroom

Steps
1

Choose one room to start the journey
and start to plan the key scenarios
and users’ movement in floorpan.

2

Draw the user’s trajectory based on
the app interface, product functions,
the intereaciton with the user, which
reflect the story.

living room

dining room

kitchen
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SHARE
A good product cannot live without a good story.
A good story will not only help you to rethink of your design, also it helps you
attract your potential users.
In “SHARE”, we will help you to create a beautiful and meaningful story for
your design with team. We encourage you to start creating scenarios in four
scenes, but you are welcome to add more scenes to fit your design concept.
Remember, this is a teamwork session, please share your ideas with your
team members before you start discussing your team’s story. After you finish
your storyboard, don’t forget to take photos of your design and create the
storytelling panel to share with us.

You will learn how to:

1

Make a storyboard with
your team based on your
product and interface
design;

30-40 min
storytelling
3-4 people
semi hard

2

3

Refer back to your design
challenge and selected
persona to evaluate your
storyline.

Take photos and document
your design final
deliverables.

pen, phone
storyboard x1
photo templete x2
storyboard

1

storytelling panel
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Story
Use this four-scene storyboard to depict scenarios for your
persona. Don’t forget to refer back to your design challenge and
persona page to make sure you cover his/her needs, the function
of the IoT product, and the problem he/she is facing.

Where

When

Who

Scene 1

Scene 2

Scene 3

Scene 4

text

text

text

text

!
1. You can use the first-person perspective to describe the story. Imagine if
you were the user in the scenario.
2. For each key scene, think about who, when, where, what, why, and how. It
helps you clarify the detail of the key scene.
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My Slipper
1. Put your design into the frame;
2. Write down the designer’s name;
3. Take a photo of it.

Put your right slipper prototype here

Put your left slipper prototype here

Designer
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My Phone
1. Put your design into the frame;
2. Write down the designer’s name;
3. Drag your interface sliders;
4. Take photos for each steps.

DRAG

Put your interface prototype here

Designer
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My Phone
1. Put your design into the frame;
2. Write down the designer’s name;
3. Drag your interface sliders;
4. Take photos for each steps.

DRAG

Put your interface prototype here

Designer
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Reflection
Go through the quesitons to reflect back to your design
journey. Ask yourself: What is the key take-away for me?
This step will help you recap your design process and plan
for the next step.

The biggest learning from this workshop:

Check if your design:

1

solves the pain points of persona
is feasible in terms of technology

2

can be used properly with few instruction
3

How can your final deliverable be improved in terms of design quality,
solving the pain points of persona, teamwork, and thinking process?

is easy for users to understand

How can the workbook and workshop
experience be improved in terms of design,
content, flow, and topic?

1

2

3

4
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